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Relevancy

Data from Baker (2016)
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Is there a reproducibility crisis?

1576 researchers surveyed

What factors contribute to 
irreproducible research?

Insufficient oversight/mentoring: ca. 
50% say it always/often contributes

Methods, code unavailable: ca. 45% say 
it always/often contributes



Relevancy

Code review in research?

Data from Vable et al. (2021) from an informal twitter poll
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How often is your analysis code for a paper reviewed by
someone else before submission [...]?

n = 315



The CodeClub at the MPIP

Motivation:
Ø Minimise errors in the code
Ø More exchange between researchers
Ø Improve code quality
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The CodeClub at the MPIP

Motivation:
Ø Minimise errors in the code
Ø More exchange between researchers
Ø Improve code quality

Situation at the MPIP:
• Interdisciplinary
• Different programming languages
• Individual projects quite diverse

Rather data analysis than
software development

Rarely working as a team
together on one project



The CodeClub at the MPIP

Structure:
• Meetings: 1x per month, ca. 1h
• Format:

• Short presentations (ca. 10 min) about a relevant topic
• Short exercises in small groups

• Code Review:
• Platform to find a partner
• Help with how to perform a code review
• Discuss problems and experiences in the group



Prior art



Implementation of the CodeClub

• Ask everyone to present – does not need to be polished
• Set realistic goals (only 1h)
• Use breakout rooms for exercises
• Mix experienced with less experienced participants
• Collect presentations at one place

Topics covered so far:
• How to do Code Review
• Introduction to R package version control with renv
• How to get a DOI for your code repository (Zenodo)
• Programming setup for remote servers with Sublime Text
• Introduction to singularity
• Introduction to snakemake
• Introduction to conda environments



Example tutorial

https://github.molgen.mpg.de/jonashagenberg/
renv_tutorial



Code review Guidelines

For code authors
Prepare your code for the review:

• check with the reviewer how they want the code
• should you just send the code files per mail?
• best case: create a repository in GitHub, invite the reviewer as collaborator and assign them as a reviewer 

to a pull request
• provide enough context to understand your code/the changes. You can either link to an issue you solve with your 

pull request or provide additional materials such as a paper draft
• prepare the code (e.g., try to follow the style guides)
• don’t submit too many lines of code for review; if it’s a larger script you may mark the parts for the first code 

review 



Code review Guidelines

For reviewers
Generals:

• be nice!
• communicate which ideas you feel strong about and 

those you don’t
• ask open ended questions and ask for clarification
• offer and explain alternatives and workarounds
• stay empathetic and positive
• accept that many programming decisions are opinions
• ask questions, don’t make demands
• talk in person if there are many things to clarify
• don’t give strong, opinionated statements
• don’t criticize the author but the code



Theory and practice…

• How to get PhD students do code review?
• Which kind of code review suits the situation?



Code review - problems

• Many don’t know how to use GitHub and pull requests
• Often data analysis scripts instead of software development
• Code review is time-consuming
• Code review is not considered an important contribution



Code review - solutions

Many don’t know how to use GitHub and pull requests
Training

https://lab.github.com/githubtraining/reviewing-pull-requests



Code review - solutions

Often data analysis scripts instead of software development
Pragmatic approach: use comments in the code



Code review - solutions

Code review is time-consuming
Short weekly meetings instead of one long review



Code review - solutions

Code review is not considered an important contribution
Increase internal visibility



CodeClub outcomes

• More exchange
• Identification of common problems
• Spreading of knowledge and ‘good practises’



Thank you

Linda Dieckmann

Darina Czamara
Janine Knauer-Arloth
All participants of the CodeClub
campusSource
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